We develop and exploit an out-of-equilibrium theory, valid in arbitrary dimensions, which does not require initial thermalization. It is perturbative with respect to a weak time-dependent (TD) Hamiltonian term, but is non-perturbative with respect to strong coupling to an electromagnetic environment, or to Coulomb or superconducting correlations. We derive unifying relations between the current generated by coherent radiation or statistical mixture of radiations, superimposed on a dc voltage V dc , and the out-of-equilibrium dc current which encodes the effects of interactions. Thus we extend fully the lateral band-transmission picture, thus quantum superposition, to coherent many-body correlated states. This provides methods for a determination of the carrier's charge q free from unknown parameters through the robustness of the Josephson-like frequency. Similar relations we have derived for noise have allowed, recently, to determine the fractional charge in the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect (FQHE) within the Jain series.
Out-of-equilibrium time-dependent (TD) transport offers valuable methods to explore out-of-equilibrium statistical physics, for which novel situations can be monitored, and dynamical properties or characteristic time scales, unveiled by the average current under a DC bias. It has benefited from experimental advances into the high-frequency domain 2, 3 or subnanosecond time resolution. 4 One can distinguish between, on one side, spontaneous generation under a DC bias, such as finite frequency noise, 2, 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and, on the other side, phenomena arising from external TD fields, such as pumping, 17, 18 mixing [19] [20] [21] [22] or rectification. 19, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] One can as well combine both, such as current noise generated by TD fields. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] The so-called photo-assisted transport has been interpreted through a key picture, the side-band transmission, expressing quantum superposition of oneparticle states. 19, [23] [24] [25] [26] A coherent radiation at a frequency Ω 0 induces inelasticity, as electrons can exchange any number l of photons at the frequency Ω 0 . The photoassisted current is a superposition of replicas of the dc current at an effective dc drive ω J + lΩ 0 , where:
defines a Josephson type frequency, with q = e. This picture has some analogy with Shapiro steps in a Josephson Junctions (JJ), where q = 2e, inspiring the notation. But it has been restricted to: -independent quasiparticles with charge q = e, in isolated normal or superconducting junctions (for the quasiparticle current) 19,23 -a cosine TD voltage, leading to symmetric probabilities of emitting or absorbing l photons -inversion symmetry, with an odd dc current. Indeed, it is frequently believed, as expressed by Platero and Aguado in a review paper, 26 that, "for many-body correlated systems, there is no simple picture in terms of side-band transmission". Here we show that it is still possible to extend such a picture within a unifying theory, restricted by its perturbative nature, but releasing the above restrictions, as it includes simultaneously strongly correlated systems, coherent or statistical mixtures of coherent radiations, and broken symmetries which generate a finite photodrag current.
27,31 It does not seek necessarily an explicit solution, which can be quite involved, but rather relations between the average current under radiations and its average under a dc voltage. The relations unify systems where Coulomb interactions play a fundamental role, such as the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect (FQHE), and those where interactions with an electromagnetic environment lead to phenomena such as the dynamical Coulomb blockade. They can be viewed as perturbative quantum laws for TD transport [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] which offer alternatives to classical laws of transport, breaking down. This is in tune with the initial spirit of many-body physics, as exemplified by the phenomenological relations derived by Landau independently on details of Coulomb interactions. The current can refer to a tunneling current between strongly correlated electrodes with mutual Coulomb interactions, a Josephson current in a JJ with a weak
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Josephson energy and strongly coupled to an electromagnetic environment, or a weak backscattering current between edge states in the FQHE with possible mutual inhomogeneous interactions as well. It can also refer to a spin current between spin Hall edges or a voltage drop across a phase-slip JJ. 47 The perturbative relation for the rectified current extends the side-band transmission picture in terms of the coherent many-body eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, exchanging continuous amounts of energy ω with the radiations. This leads to a robust frequency locking through the combination ω J + ω , where ω J is given by Eq.(1), where q is not necessarily given by e; q is fractional in the FQHE or q = 2e in a JJ. A first application arises from this robustness: a determination of q, linking V dc to ω J , independently of the detailed microscopic description of the system. This is especially useful for the FQHE at various series of filling factors ν whose states are not so well understood, and where non-universal features are not easily modelized. 48 The best theoretical description has been achieved for ν = 1/(2n + 1) with integer n, thus within the Laughlin series, where one predicts q = e/(2n + 1). If, in addition, lateral confinement is abrupt, the Tomonaga-Luttinger Liquid (TLL) is expected to be appropriate for the edges, the unique model for which photo-assisted transport has been addressed so far.
49-53
An important issue we can also address is the generation of on-demand electrons. Even though many works [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] went beyond a cosine TD voltage, they have considered periodic voltages within an independent electron picture. In the limit of a weak current, our theory unifies them with the Tien-Gordon theory, and allows us to address and revisit the minimal excitations in strongly correlated systems or circuits on the one hand, and for non-periodic lorentzian pulses on the other hand. 57 We will apply our theory to a simple but rich example of ac voltages: a lorentzian pulse superimposed on V dc . In particular, in a TLL with repulsive interactions, or in a coherent conductor connected to an ohmic environment, 44 the pulse can reduce the current compared to its dc average at V dc , even for moderate interactions or resistance. This questions the terminology "photo-assisted", but also the the claim by L. Levitov et al 58 that the transferred charge is not modified by the pulse. Another application consists into exploiting the photodrag current to propose spectroscopic methods for the out-of-equilibrium dc current and the third cumulant of a non-gaussian statistical mixture of radiations.
The theory leads to numerous relations 16, 27, 31 which have been tested and exploited experimentally, 14, 14, 33, 61, 62 in particular to determine the fractional charge in the FQHE within the Jain series.
1 They have been also confirmed by specific theoretical approaches for a periodic TD drive. 47, 63 This is the plan of the paper. Section I is devoted to the Hamiltonian and to define the operatorĈ(t). Section II gives its formal perturbative average under a constant drive, then under TD drives, first at arbitrary frequencies, then at zero-frequency, a limit on which we will focus, and for which special caution is needed. Then we propose some applications, in III, by selecting three profiles of non-periodic TD drives, keeping the generality of the Hamiltonian: -a gaussian pulse -a lorentzian pulse -a non-gaussian statistical mixture of radiations (see appendix D for some periodic profiles). We specify further to a power law dc characteristics in IV, and discuss methods of charge determination in V. We provide the conditions ensuring the validity of the theory in VI, and some examples of unified formal Hamiltonians obeying such conditions in VII.
I. MODEL
The system we aim to study can contain many entities with mutual couplings, such as electrodes, elements of a quantum circuit or edges/channels. The basic ingredients of the theory are : -a time-independent Hamiltonian H 0 -a perturbing small TD Hamiltonian HÂ(t), whose TD is factorized through a periodic or non-periodic complex function f (t), independent on position or entities of the system. We express it through a weak operatorÂ and a free dc drive ω J :
H 0 andÂ are not specified, but have to obey few conditions exposed in section VI. Even though the theory is naturally adapted to a tunneling junction, for whicĥ A would be the tunneling operator, one can deal here with many features not included within theories of photoassisted tunneling, 19, 24, 25 for instance (see also Fig.1 ):
• Strong Coulomb or superconducting correlations.
• Strong coupling to an electromagnetic environment.
• The global Hamiltonian H 0 has not to be split into terms for left and right electrodes, or upper and lower edge states in the Hall regime, thus can include mutual Coulomb interactions, possibly inhomogeneous.
• HÂ(t) could describe non-local processes with respect to entities or space, such as fixed/random tunneling/backscattering processes due to extended impurities or Coulomb interactions (see Eq. (63)).
We can assume f (t = 0) = 1 by renormalizingÂ, thus the stationary regime corresponds to f (t) = 1. Let's now introduce:
where any constant in W ac (t) is implicitly translated to ω J , so that W ac (t) becomes integrable. Our aim is to express, to second order with respect toÂ, the average of the generalized force derived from HÂ(t):
The observable associated withĈ(t) depends on the model. It could be charge or spin currents in Quantum Hall, superconducting or magnetic conductors, or a voltage operator in phase-slip JJs. It could also provide a weak correction, induced for instance by weak impurities described by HÂ, to a finite average current or voltage in presence of H 0 only. We define average with respect to an initial density matrixρ 0 at time=−∞:
The present model forms a particular family within the domain of validity of the non-perturbative theory in Ref. 32 , which is almost free of any conditions on a TD Hamiltonian. Being also non-perturbative with respect to strong correlations or coupling to an electromagnetic environment, the main restrictions on the present theory resides into its perturbative nature and its restriction to a unique operatorĈ(t), in Eq.(7), deriving from HÂ(t). But paying such a "price" has the advantage to offer analysis of its weak average. Still both theories 27, 31, 32 FIG. 2: A quantum point contact (QPC) in the FQHE at ν = 2/5. This corresponds to the first Jain filling factor series, ν = p/(2p + 1) with integer number p, where one expects q = e/(2p + 1). To experimentally determine q, 1 a RF excitation at frequency f is added to the dc voltage V dc applied to contact (0). This contact injects carriers at the bulk filling factor νB = 2/5 into two chiral fractional edge modes (red lines). The carriers are partitioned by the QPC into transmitted and reflected current measured at contacts (1) and (2), from which the current fluctuations are recorded and their cross-correlation performed. The charge q = e/3 has been determined through the Josephson relation fJ = qV dc / . The charge q = e/5 has been also measured for a weak backscattering of the inner edge. The charge determination is based on the robust relation for the photo-assisted noise within our perturbative theory, 31 the first to address photo-assisted transport beyond the TLL description, at simple fractions. As it is independent on the precise model for the edges, all series of filling factors, mutual Coulomb interactions, inhomogeneities at the QPC or edge reconstruction could in principle be also addressed.
have in common that they provide quantum laws for TD out-of-equilibrium transport which are respectively exact and perturbative.
II. OUT-OF-EQUILIBRIUM AVERAGES OFĈ(t) A. A constant drive
We address first the stationary regime, under a constant drive ω J , thus we let f (t) = 1 in Eq.(2). We denote the average ofĈ(t), or, more precisely, its second-order term with respect toÂ, by:
where the subscript H refers to Heisenberg representation with respect to the total Hamiltonian H(t) in Eq. (2) . Notice that ω J is not fixed to its value in Eq.(2) when combined with f (t), but plays rather the role of a continuous variable. Though we don't restrictρ 0 to a standard thermal distribution, we assume nonetheless that :
i.e. thatρ 0 is diagonal in the basis of eigenstates of H 0 , denoted |n > with energy E n . Thusρ 0 is stationary in absence of HÂ (Eq.(2)), which ensures, partly, that equation (8) is stationary. A spectral decomposition of C dc (ω J ) in this basis, letting ρ n =< n|ρ 0 |n > and A m,n =< m|Â|n >, reads:
We don't require inversion symmetry, thus one might have C dc (ω J ) + C dc (−ω J ) = 0. Let us discuss now the limit of vanishing ω J , if located within the perturbative regime. C dc (ω J ) might contain a singularity of the form δ(ω J ) due to degenerate states. Even though this would be interesting to study, we simplify the discussion by assuming further that ρ n is entirely determined by the energy E n of |n >:
Therefore, using Eq.(10), we get :
This can be interpreted, whenĈ refers to a current operator, as a negligible super-current. This is ensured for instance in a JJ coupled to a dissipative environment, where, at energies below the gap,Ĉ(t) refers to a weak Josephson current, or in SIN junctions at energies above the gap, whereĈ(t) refers to the quasiparticle current, q = e, and the super-current is made negligible by applying a magnetic field. Let us now express the average ofĈ(t) under TD drive:
whose functional dependence on the complex function f (t) is recalled through the subscript f . The conditions given in section VI allow us to express C f (ω J ; t) to second order with respect toÂ, or its Fourier transform at a finite frequency ω, C f (ω J ; ω). Indeed, even though C f (ω J ; ω) and C dc (ω J ) in Eq. (8) are out-of-equilibrium observables, they can be expressed, owing to the perturbative approach, in terms of an equilibrium retarded correlator (given by. Eq.(B2)) forming the bridge between them. Then, without knowledge of the many-body eigenstates nor of the initial diagonal elements ofρ 0 , we show that the dc average C dc (ω J ) is sufficient to incorporate features of the Hamiltonian, and to determine C f (ω J ; ω):
with f (ω ) the Fourier transform of the complex f (t). This is a first central relation of the paper, which we keep at this formal level.
We rather focus on the limit of low frequencies ω, the most accessible experimentally, which obeys the second central relation of the paper (see also appendix B):
(15) We have kept the small frequency ω on the r.h.s. because f (ω ), thus C f (ω J ; ω), are not necessarily regular at zero frequency. We have to stress that we don't compute the function C dc (ω J ), which would provide informations on H(t), as is the usual task of theoretical studies. We are indeed showing that we don't gain more informations on the underlying Hamiltonian by studying C f compared to C dc , which is, in some sense, disappointing. Indeed, the relation in Eq. (19) holds even in case C dc (ω J ) becomes inaccessible, due to the complexity of H(t). It will also lead us to very interesting observations and applications throughout the paper, which arise, roughly, along three ways, depending on whether the unknown function to be determined using the two others is: either
The integral on the r.h.s. of Eq. (15) is assumed implicitly to run over frequencies within the domain of validity of the perturbative theory. Its convergence criteria depends on each specific model and profile of f (t), but can be facilitated by a finite measurement time T 0 , as we discuss now.
Zero-frequency measurement
Here, we address a feature we have not yet clarified in our previous related works, which is relevant to a nonperiodic f (t) for which f (ω) contains a delta function:
f dc is a complex number and f ac (ω) is regular, possibly finite, at ω = 0. This is the case when W (t) (see Eq. (5)) is formed by a single lorentzian pulse (see section III), or if f (t) = f dc + f ac (t), with f ac (t) integrable. Given a function g(t) = g dc + g ac (t), with g ac (t) integrable, one expects the dc value to induce averaging over a measurement time T 0 :
If g(t) is periodic, T 0 would be simply its period, and one is free to choose g dc = 0. We have implicitly made a similar decomposition of W (t) in Eq.(6), so that its effective dc component is given, using Eq. (17):
Following again Eq. (17) to define the zero-frequency average
, in Eq. (13), we can infer it from Eq. (15):
where:
and:
. (21) Notice that for f dc = 0, equation (19) reduces to C (21) has a precise probabilistic meaning only for |f ac (t)| = 1, for which dω p(ω ) = 1. But even if |f ac (t)| depends on time, p(ω ) can still be viewed as a transfer rate for emitting (resp. absorbing) an energy ω for positive (resp. negative) ω , generally different as p(ω ) is not necessarily even. Indeed, even when the one-electron picture is inappropriate andĈ(t) does not refer to a current, we can interpret (20) (the contribution due to f ac in Eq. (16)) once we inject the spectral decomposition of C dc (ω J ) in Eq.(10). We can extend simultaneously two pictures: -lateral side-band transmission in terms of global many-body eigenstates |n > of H 0 -dynamical Coulomb blockade, the non-periodic radiations acting as a classical electromagnetic environment. In addition to the energy furnished by the dc drive ω J , there are transitions between many-body eigenstates |n > by exchanging energy ω with f ac (t), leading to an effective dc drive (20) is obtained by integrating over ω the dc average C dc (ω J + ω ), modulated by the transfer rate p(ω ). This is a quantum superposition of many-body eigenstates, global quantum coherence being maintained with Coulomb interactions or dissipation due to an ohmic environment. The frequency locking through the combination ω J + ω on the r.h.s. of Eq. (20), thus the way the Josephson-type frequency ω J intervenes, is independent on details of the Hamiltonian (2) and the nature of the operatorĈ(t).
B. Photo-ratchet effect
Let us now discuss the limit when ω J = 0, if located within the perturbative domain. 65 The expression for the zero-frequency average in Eq. (19) is now independent on whether f (ω) is singular or not, and using Eq. (12) , it reduces to Eq. (20):
Now we observe that C
f (ω J = 0) = 0 whenever one has simultaneously:
As soon as one of those two symmetries is broken, a photo-drag average is obtained,
This photo-ratchet effect will be exploited later on to propose some probing methods. Here we will choose asymmetric p(ω), while the dc average respects the inversion symmetry in Eq. (23), whose breakdown is reported to a separate work.
C. Case of a current operator
To obtain a charge current operator, one needs a renormalizing charge q , possibly effective and depending on
One needs also a renormalizing charge q of the voltage, possibly different from q (see Eq.(5,6)):
We also introduce the total voltage:
As in Eq.(18), V (0) refers to the average of V (t) over one period, and to Eq.(17) for a non-periodic V (t):
The relation in Eq. (19) , replacing C by I on both sides, provides
, which is determined in a non-trivial way by both |f (t)| and V ac (t). I (0) f (ω J ) could also give (up to a possible renormalisation) a perturbative correction induced by HÂ(t) to a non-vanishing average current in presence of H 0 . This is the case whenÎ(t) corresponds to the current operator in one branch of a quantum circuit, 66 or to the weak backscattering current induced by impurities (as in section IV). Using Eq. (19) , one can also obtain the expression of the differential photo-conductance
f (ω J ) with respect to V ac (ω = 0). 27, 31 Indeed, the validity of the perturbation has to be expressed by the weakness of G dc (ω J ). If it provides the correction to a finite conductance G 0 (ω J ) in presence of H 0 only, one needs:
We address the case of a linear dc current, thus
is determined in a non-trivial way by |f (t)| and V (t), but vanishes whenever V (t) = 0 (see ). It is only when |f (t)| = 1 that I
in Eq. (29), and that G f = G dc .
Let's now comment the case of a periodic f (t) with period T 0 (see Ref.
[ 27 ] and appendix D). Then p(ω) takes discrete values p l , the rates at which many-body eigenstates of H 0 exchange l photons of frequency Ω 0 = 2π/T 0 :
The integral in Eq.(19) reduces now to a discrete sum:
We can express similarly the differential photoconductance in Eq.(B6) in terms of G dc (see appendix D). Let's now specify to the frequently adopted profile: W ac (t) = W Ω0 cos Ω 0 t with a constant |f (t)| = 1, so that p l are given by Bessel functions J l of the first kind:
The relation in Eq.(31), now similar to the Tien-Gordon formula for photo-assisted tunneling current 19, 23 at ω J = eV dc / , unifies numerous works with explicit models and derivations, either for independent carriers 19, [23] [24] [25] or within the TLL model. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] It is now extended to a much larger domain of validity. The charges q, q entering in Eqs. (26, 25) , thus in ω J = qV dc / , can be different from e, for instance fractional in the FQHE and 2e in JJs, and the dc current is not necessarily odd, thus we can obtain a photo-ratchet effect, contrary to Tien-Gordon theory.
III. SELECTED PROFILES OF f (t):
SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS
For all applications, we consider, for familiarity and comparison to related works, the caseĈ(t) in Eq. (7) refers to a current operatorÎ(t), thus we exploit the relation in Eq. (19) replacing C by I. Without specifying the Hamiltonian terms in Eq. (2), thus keeping undetermined the dc current I dc (ω J ), we choose three non-periodic profiles of f (t):
• W ac (t) is a lorentzian pulse, and |f (t)| = 1 constant.
• |f (t)| is a gaussian pulse, with a constant phase, thus W ac (t) = 0.
• W ac (t) is a non-gaussian statistical mixture of radiations.
We obtain formal results, which will be detailed (for a lorentzian and gaussian pulses) in the next section, when the dc characteristics is a power law. We show also, in appendix D, how periodic pulses generate a Josephsontype oscillation, without need to any superconducting correlations.
A. A gaussian pulse
To illustrate some advantages of non-periodicity, we choose f (t) such that p(ω) in Eq. (21) is peaked around a frequency ω p . We also let f dc = 0 in Eq. (16), thus f (ω) = f ac (ω). For instance, if f ac (t) is real (or at least ϕ(t) constant, i.e. W ac (t) = 0) and gaussian with a large width in time, using a TD gate voltage and a gaussian filter, the transfer rate in Eq. (21) is also gaussian with a small width σ (compared to other frequency scales):
Then, using Eq. (20), the induced current is related in a simple way to the dc current:
Again, even when the dc current I dc (ω J ) is too complicated to compute, this relation holds without a precise knowledge of Hamiltonian terms in Eq.(2). It offers a promising method to infer the dc out-of-equilibrium current from a measurement of I
f (ω J ). This is especially convenient for a thermal initial distribution, where the out-of-equilibrium domain corresponds often to high dc voltages, ω J k B T , which can nonetheless cause heating. Thus, in Eq.(34), one could keep ω J k B T , but choose ω p k B T . Taking further a vanishing dc voltage, one gets the photo-drag current,
whose measurement at ω p k B T / provides I dc (ω J = ω p ). One needs nonetheless to vary ω p in order to explore a large interval of dc voltages.
B. A lorentzian pulse
For W ac (t) in Eqs. (5, 6) formed by an arbitrary series of periodic or non-periodic lorentzian pulses, we can, in principle, obtain I 0) f (ω J ) from Eq.(19) (replacing C by I). If we specify to |f (t)| = 1, thus we let:
where ∂ t ϕ(t) = W ac (t), the contribution of either positive or negative ω to the integral in Eq. (19) vanishes. We can also show, for a non-periodic W ac (t), that W ac (ω = 0) is still an integer multiple of 2π, even when q is fractional, as noticed in Ref. 67 for a periodic W ac (t). For simplicity, we specify here to a single lorentzian pulse centered around a time t 1 , with a width τ 1 :
Now the dc component of W ac (t) is given by:
, and, as we add a free dc drive ω J to W ac (t) (see Eqs. (2,6)), the dc component in Eq. (18) becomes:
where Ω 0 = 2π/T 0 . The Fourier transform of Eq. (36), given Eq. (37), is:
θ being the Heaviside function. Using Eq.(19) with f dc = 1, we find:
We recall that this relation is independent on the Hamiltonian terms in Eq.(2) and the initial diagonalρ 0 , which intervene only through I dc (ω J ). Let's now take the limit ω J = 0 in Eq. (41):
which can be interpreted as follows. A dc voltage V dc = ω /q injects elementary charges q with period 2π/ω , the integral on the r.h.s. is dominated by the contribution of dc voltages for which this period is smaller than the width of the pulse: 2π/ω < 2τ 1 . Notice that it is only only when I dc (ω ) = G dc ω /q is linear (appendix C) that we recover the result by L. Levitov et al, 58 (who (43) is determined only by the area of the pulse V ac (ω = 0), given here by e.
C. Non-gaussian statistical mixture of radiations:
probing the third cumulant
Here we consider the case where f (t) is generated by a statistical mixture of coherent radiations. This arises, for instance, in the classical regime of an electromagnetic environment, not included in the Hamiltonian to avoid redundancy. For simplicity, we assume that f dc = 0 in Eq. (16) , |f ac (t)| = 1 and ϕ(t) is a fluctuating phase with a random distribution D(ϕ). Therefore, one needs to perform the average of Eq.(20) over D, denoted by < ... > D , and included in the definition of the rate transfer p(ω), Eq. (21):
(44) One can write the average on the r.h.s. as exponential of cumulants of ϕ(t).
The expression, not given here, is simpler compared to a quantum phase operator, 68 as ϕ(t) is classical. Consider first the case when D is symmetric :
in which case only cumulants with even m survive.
Changing ϕ → −ϕ in Eq.(44) amounts to permute t and t on the r.h.s. of Eq. (44), thus one has p(ω) = p(−ω). This holds in particular whenever D is a gaussian functional of ϕ(t):
Consider secondly the case when the symmetry in Eq. (46) is broken, leading to finite J m with odd m, thus an asymmetry of Eq.(44): p(ω) = p(−ω). Let us further assume that ϕ(t) = λφ(t), where λ is a small (coupling) parameter and φ(t) a fluctuating field. Expanding Eq.(44) to order λ 3 yields:
where J 2 , J 3 are the second and third cumulant of ϕ(t), given by Eq. (45), and:
We see that J 2 (t, t ) = J 2 (t , t), while J 3 (t , t) = −J 3 (t, t ), so that:
The relation in Eq. (20) opens the path to probe the third cumulant J 3 (ω) by measuring I
f (ω J ). One way to proceed would be to let ω J = 0, thus to exploit the photo-ratchet effect. It is then convenient to choose a dc current which respects inversion symmetry, Using Eqs.(20,48,50) , we obtain a relation between the photo-drag current and the third cumulant:
If one knows the dc characteristics I dc (ω ), one could in principle make a deconvolution to obtain J 3 (ω ); since ω J = 0 is fixed, one needs an additional variable. The simplest choice for the dc current would be a symmetric resonant structure at an energy ω res varied, for instance, through a gate voltage:
where Q 0 is a constant. Then one could have a direct access to the third cumulant through the photo-drag current in Eq. (51):
We will discuss in separate papers the possibility of this resonant behavior and the extension of such a method to cumulants of a phase operatorφ ac (t).
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IV. APPLICATION TO A POWER LAW DC CHARACTERISTICS
We will, through this section, explicit the formal results obtained previously for a gaussian and a lorentzian pulse in the case of a power law behavior of the dc current I dc (ω J ), with an exponent α. Assuming it's odd, we write it at positive dc voltages:
Here ω c is a frequency cutoff and I
(α)
∞ is the value of the current at this cutoff, which depends on the exponent α and is of second order with respect to the operatorÂ (see Eq. (2)). Then the differential conductance :
has the same sign as α. This is relevant to the impurity problem in a TLL with interaction parameter K.
We focus on the weak-backscattering regime, for which α = 2K − 1, so that I dc (ω J ) in Eq.(54) corresponds to the backscattering current, reducing the perfect current G 0 V dc :
We address the dual strong backscattering regime (or tunneling barrier) in appendix E. We also focus here on K < 1, thus −1 < α < 1. In a non-chiral wire with repulsive interactions, or equivalently, a coherent conductor connected to a resistance R, for which 1/K = 1+Re 2 h, 44 one has q = e and G 0 = e 2 /h. In the FQHE at a simple fractional filling factor (Laughlin series) ν = 1/(2n + 1) with integer n, one has K = ν < 1/2, thus −1 < α < 0, q = νe, and G 0 = νe 2 /h. One gets Eq.(53) in the limit k B T ω J , but arbitrary temperatures could be considered as well (the theory holds even without an initial thermal distribution). In principle, periodic or non-periodic profiles of f (t) could be implemented in Eq. (19) in order to obtain the current induced by f (t). The arguments of I dc in the integral must be within the perturbative domain, which gives limitations on the profiles of f (t) or energy scales one can use. As α < 1, requiring |G dc (ω J )| G 0 imposes a lower bound which defines the perturbative domain:
Thus the transfer rate function p(ω ) in the integrand of Eq.(20) must have its support at:
Non-periodicity of f (t) can make it easier to reach this criteria, as we illustrate it through the pulses considered in the previous section, the blorentzian (Eqs. (37,41) ) or the gaussian one (Eq. (33)).
A. A gaussian pulse
We consider now p(ω) peaked around a frequency ω p , such as Eq.(33) with a small enough σ. One gets, from Eq.(34):
For an undetermined dc characteristics, we have already discussed the advantage of this relation to probe it in the out-equilibrium domain. Indeed, it is precisely in the latter, that for high voltages compared to temperature, that the power law in (53) holds. One can choose vanishing dc voltage, to avoid heating for instance, but high ω p k B T / , so that the power law is probed through the photo-drag current I (0) f (ω J = 0) with respect to ω p . A similar advantage holds if the dc voltage is too low to be inside the perturbative domain, defined by Eq.(56), thus if 0 < ω J < ω B . One can rather increase ω p to get ω J + ω p > ω B .
B. A Lorentzian pulse
Consider now the lorentzian pulse with width 2τ 1 given by Eq. (37) . It induces the current in Eqs. (41, 42) , independently on the dc characteristics, replaced now by the power law in Eq. (53) . We subtract the dc current at the same V dc , and rescale by its value at 1/2τ 1 :
Γ is the incomplete gamma function, and Ω 0 = 2π/T 0 , T 0 being the measurement time. This difference has the sign of α, thus adding a pulse to V dc increases (resp. reduces) the current when α > 0 (α < 0). This can be explained by the fact that the dc current increases (resp. decreases) by increasing V dc . As a consequence, in the TLL, the total current in Eq. (55) is reduced (resp. increased) by the pulse when K > 1/2 (resp. K < 1/2). But now the dc average I tot (ω J ) always increases with ω J , as I dc (ω J ) is only a small correction to G 0 V dc and G 0 > 0. Thus the reduction of the total current due to the pulse for K > 1/2 is rather counterintuitive. In Fig.3 , we have plotted Eq. (59) as a function of the dimensionless variable 2τ 1 ω J , implicitly above 2τ 1 ω B (Eq. (57)). We choose a small width of the pulse compared to T 0 , 2τ 1 Ω 0 = 0.1, and two values K = 1/3 < 1/2 and K = 3/4 > 1/2 for which the lorentzian pulse reduces (resp. increases) the backscattering current. In appendix E, we show that the photo-conductance (see Eq.(B6)), gets reduced by the pulse for 0 < α < 1: 0 ≤ G f (ω J ) < G dc (ω J ), even though I dc (ω J ) increases with ω J . The total photo-conductance in the TLL nonetheless increases. We also discuss the photo-drag current, which can probe the fractional charge and the power law behavior with respect to τ 1 .
FIG. 3:
Weak impurity in a TLL with K = 1/3, 3/4, subject to a single lorentzian pulse with width 2τ1 superimposed on a dc drive ωJ = qV dc / . The backscattering current is enhanced (resp. reduced) for K > 1/2 (resp. K < 1/2).
V. DETERMINATION OF THE FRACTIONAL CHARGE
Here we discuss some methods of charge determination provided by the perturbative theory. For generality, we have introduced two renormalizing charges q and q into Eq.(26) and Eq.(25), which could be effective, determined for instance by H 0 .
On the one hand, in caseρ 0 is a thermal density matrix, we have shown 16, 31 that the shot-noise S dc (ω J ) at high dc voltages ω J k B T is universally poissonian, S dc (ω J ) = q I dc (ω J ), which provides q . On the other hand, only q appears in HÂ(t) (unspecified, in Eq. (2)) as a parameter which links the Josephson-type frequency to the dc part of the voltage, ω J = qV dc / . Then the robustness of this relation, through which V dc enters in Eq. (19) , gives access to the charge q, independently on the underlying many-body eigenstates. This is especially interesting for the FQHE with series of filling factors without a well-established Hamiltonian (in Eq. (2)), and with non-universal features such as nonabrupt edges, inhomogeneous filling factors or Coulomb interactions between edges. The fractional charge q determining ω J is then a parameter which depends on the dominant process at the quantum point contact, and the coupling to the TD voltage. Compared to the poisson shot noise, which requires a large dc bias qV dc k B T , thus can induce heating, our methods have the advantage to be based on the easier current measurement, and to be adapted to both weak V dc and V ac (t), which prevents heating. 27 The robustness of the fractional Josephson frequency ω J = qV dc / provides promising methods to determine the charge q, independently on the underlying Hamiltonian (obeying the minimal conditions). For a periodic f (t) at frequency Ω 0 , addressed in Ref. 27 , one method consists into exploiting the frequency locking, especially that zero-bias anomaly yields singularities in the differential conductance G dc (ω J + nΩ 0 ) (indeed in its derivative). For non-periodic f (t) addressed here, we have clarified and extended the lateral side-band transmission picture to many-body eigenstates exchanging continuous energy ω , so that V dc intervenes through the argument G dc (ω J + ω ). Thus robustness of the relation ω J = qV dc / still holds, and one can extend our previous methods 27 to a non-periodic f (t). Nonetheless, the present work provides two additional advantages. On the one hand, we were not aware, in Refs. 27, 31 , that the relations we have obtained respectively for the average current and noise were indeed independent on the initial diagonal elements ofρ 0 . This offers an additional advantage compared to the poisson shot-noise, rather based on a thermal density matrix, as edges can lack thermalization between them or with the contacts. On the other hand, non-periodicity of p(ω) facilitates charge determination, as we illustrate it now through the simple peaked pulse at ω p , such as the gaussian one in Eq.(33) for small σ. This leads to Eq.(34), a rela-tion which goes well beyond the TLL model, and should apply to the FQHE at arbitrary series of filling factors, with possible Coulomb interactions between edges and different initial temperatures. We see that the r.h.s. of Eq.(34) singles out a unique combination of the fractional ω J with ω p . One can then proceed through two methods, depending on the freedom to vary respectively ω p or V dc . By plotting both members of Eq.(34) as functions of ω p or V dc respectively, the charge q is guessed as a scaling parameter which ensures the equality. The first method, fixing V dc and varying ω p , is even easier when one lets V dc = 0, as Eq. (35) yields the photo-drag current
Thus q scales ω p in I dc to get the observed dependence of I (0) f (V dc = 0) on ω p . The second method, fixing ω p and varying V dc , seeks to get the good scaling charge which enters through ω J = qV dc / . One gains another advantage if the perturbative theory is defined by a lower bound, similar to Eq.(56) obtained at simple filling factors. One can choose small V dc , outside the perturbative domain, provided the frequency ω p is high enough so that ω p + ω J obeys Eq.(56).
VI. CONDITIONS FOR THE THEORY
Starting from the Hamiltonian (2), the theory requires merely two conditions, in addition to Eq.(9). First, we need, as it must, a weak operatorÂ, with respect to which second-order perturbation is valid and gives a finite result. Secondly, we require the following cancellation:
where the subscript 0 refers to the interaction representation with respect to the Hamiltonian H 0 , which, for a given operator B, is given by:
Indeed, one should cancel the first order term in C f , thus:
But even not, the theory is still valid for the second-order term of C f . We can now formulate a sufficient condition to get Eqs. (60, 62) , which makes it easier to distinguish a family of models described by the theory. For that, it is convenient to assume that a vertex operator enters intoÂ. Allowing for non-local processes, we use a multidimensional vector x to denote simultaneously various discrete entities and continuous spatial vectors within a region C, and a phase fieldφ(x):
Then ϕ(t) (see Eq. (5)) could correspond, fully or partly, to a position-independent average of a TD phase field (a kind of adiabatic approximation), with a fluctuating part given byφ(x), whose TD is due only to the Hamiltonian dynamics (such as in Eq. (61)). In caseφ(x) andÂ (y) commute, the sufficient condition ensuring Eq.(60) reads:
for any real c, where S 0 is the action associated with H 0 , andφ refers rather to its associated function of time, which is a global U (1) gauge symmetry with respect tô ϕ. For instance, it holds whenever S 0 depends on ϕ only through its time or space derivatives. As explained in appendix A, such an hypothesis is stronger than condition in Eq. (60) . For many independent phase operators (see for instance Eqs. (67, 68) ), associated for instance with many elements of a quantum circuit or quantum channels, gauge invariance with respect to one among them is sufficient. We now notice two interesting consequences of Eq.(64). First, if the TD forces can be implemented through translatingφ →φ+ϕ(t), the invariance of S 0 in Eq.(64) guarantees systematically that H 0 does not acquire any time dependence, thus only the perturbing Hamiltonian HÂ(t) in Eq. (2) depends on time. Second, we can show, using Eq. (64), that the dc average vanishes at ω J = 0 to all orders with respect toÂ, i.e. equation (12) becomes non-perturbative.
VII. UNIFIED EXAMPLES
Here, we choose to keep a certain degree of generality and synthesis by writing a form for H(t) which is common to many physical problems with N "entities" labelled by i = 1...N . Referring to elements of a quantum circuit, electrodes, channels or edge modes in the integer, fractional or spin Hall effect, they are described by commuting Hamiltonians H i . We might add coupling terms H i,j , for instance Coulomb interactions between electrodes in a junction or between edge modes in the Hall regime, so that the Hamiltonian H 0 in Eq. (2) reads:
Let's provide now an example of a diagonal initial density matrix obeying Eq.(9). We can describe the case when the entities have different initial temperatures, with inverse values β 1 , ...β N . But we need to assume [H k , H i,j ] = 0 for all indices i, j, k; this holds in particular at H i,j = 0, when mutual couplings are ensured only byÂ. Then the initial global density matrix:
where Z = T r i e −βiHi , verifies the commutation relation in Eq. (9) . Now, independently on the choice ofρ 0 , we choose to factorizeÂ into mutually commuting operatorsÂ i associated with the N entities, dropping any space dependence in Eq.(63) for simplicity:
Here Γ is a complex amplitude, and i = −1, 1 forÂ i , A † i respectively, while i = 0 in absence ofÂ i . ThenÂ induces couplings between the N entities of the system, in addition to those through H ij , with a different nature. In many situations,Â i corresponds to a vertex operator expressed in terms of a phase operatorφ i and a real number α i :Â
ThenÂ is a vertex associated with the total phase oper-
Let's also introduceπ i (not necessarily a charge operator), the momentum conjugate toφ i : 
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A particular case where the invariance becomes trivial is for S 0 independent onφ 1 . Then the dynamics of π 1 (t) is due only to HÂ(t) in Eq. (2), and one can identify Eq. (7) with:Ĉ
In general,π i orφ i can be associated to operators of charge, spin current or voltages, for which the average of C(t) might as well provide a correction to their average. We now specify to more typical systems for which H 0 in Eq. (65) is relevant, withÂ given by Eq. (63) or Eq.(67).
Normal, Josephson or Hall junctions
A tunnel junction, coupling normal or superconducting conductors or edge states in the Quantum Hall regime, is a corner stone of transport studies, detection setups or density of states measurements, to mention only few examples. Even though they have facilitated explicit solutions for current average, previous studies of photoassisted tunneling have often adopted the following restrictions:
• H 0 (respectivelyÂ) in Eq.(2) is specified, split (respectively factorized) into operators associated with two independent electrodes and single particle states.
19,23
• For superconducting electrodes, only quasiparticle current, with q = e is considered, and not Josephson current.
• A cosine ac voltage is typically considered, with a constant tunneling amplitude (|f (t)| = 1).
• The initial density matrixρ 0 is thermal.
• The inversion symmetry is adopted :
Within our present theory, the perturbative relation in Eq. (19) is derived without any of those restrictions. We have seen that once specialized to a current operator, a cosine voltage, a constant modulus |f (t)| = 1 and q = e, it reduces to Eq.(31) with p l given by Eq.(32), extending largely the validity of the Tien-Gordon theory.
Furthermore, our theory 27,31 unifies the latter with two families of works devoted explicitly to barriers in the TLL, without any established connexion so far, and whose results are special cases of Eq. (31): -a cosine ac voltage, 49-53,71-73 -cosine modulated barriers.
74-82
In order to illustrate some of the additional features the theory could treat, we let N = 2 in Eq.(65) and assign H 1 and H 2 to two electrodes or sets of edge states in the integer, spin or fractional quantum Hall regime. Those don't reduce to kinetic terms, and can encode similar or different processes, such as Coulomb interactions or superconducting correlations. As we don't assume any initial thermalization, we could adopt the form in Eq. (66) with different initial temperatures, which offers, to our knowledge, novel situations even within an independent electron framework. Even more, mutual finite-range and inhomogeneous Coulomb interactions are encoded within H 12 , which is quite realistic for Hall edges states at the quantum point contact (see Fig.2 ). In addition, for filling factors of the FQHE which are not in the Laughlin series, microscopic descriptions are often subject to debates, so that keeping those Hamiltonian terms undetermined is extremely useful. By allowing for a simultaneous and non-periodic TD of both |f (t)| and V ac (t), one could, for instance, choose three different periods for |f (t)| and V 1 (t), V 2 (t) which could determine V ac (t) = V 1 (t) − V 2 (t). A time delay between V 1 (t) and V 2 (t) would allow to address Hang Ou Mandel (HOM) interferometry, whose results for noise are contained formally within our relations.
31
The operatorÂ could couple many-body correlated states, or correspond to spatially extended tunneling, such as in Eq. (63), provided a unique effective TD holds through f (t). We consider only local processes, adopting Eqs. (68, 67) , with commutingφ 1 ,φ 2 associated with both electrodes or sets of edge states. Choosing α 1 = −α 2 = 1, the Hamiltonian in Eq.(2) reads:
Now Eq.(69) reduces to:
Then the condition in Eq.(64) has to be required for only one phase operator amongφ 1 ,φ 2 orφ. Such phase operators and gauge invariance arise naturally within bosonisation, as S 0 is a functional of time or space derivatives of those fields.Â could refer to either strong or weak backscattering regimes, with a spatial extension in Eq. (63), or a superposition of various tunneling processes between many couples of edge states, with either a common charge and TD function f (t) or with a unique dominant process. For helical edge states in quantum spin Hall insulators,Â could describe extended umklapp processes, or other backscattering processes due to Coulomb interactions, andĈ(t) in Eq. (7) could be a spin current operator.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (72) is relevant to a JJ, for which one has q = 2e. Thenφ in Eq. (73) corresponds to the Josephson phase, Γ = E J to a weak Josephson energy, andĈ(t) to the Josephson current operator. For the generic JJ, one has simply
, where E c the charging energy, thus the gauge invariance in Eq.(64) is trivial; but more complicated forms could be adopted. E J has to be small compared to E c , or to an energy scale defined by the perturbative domain, which can be enlarged by coupling the JJ to an electromagnetic environment.
Strongly correlated tunnel or Josephson junctions in a quantum circuit
A strongly correlated tunnel or Josephson junction such that as those addressed above can, in addition, be strongly coupled to an electromagnetic environment described by a third Hamiltonian term H 3 , letting N = 3 in Eq. (65) . This forms a strongly correlated quantum circuit, with simultaneous exchange of photons associated with the electromagnetic environment, the classical radiations and Coulomb interactions. The junction and the environment can have non-thermal initial distributions, or two different temperatures, as in Eq. (66) . If the coupling terms between the two electrodes and the environment, H 13 and H 23 , are linear, they can be absorbed through a gauge transformation, adding a phase fieldφ 3 inÂ, Eqs. (67, 68) . In the non-local form, Eq.(63), ϕ(x) can be associated with the environmental degrees of freedom, andÂ (x) with the electronic degrees of the freedom, but we focus again on local processes only. We denote by H el = H 1 + H 2 + H 12 andφ el =φ 1 −φ 2 (see Eq. (73)), thus the total Hamiltonian in Eq.(2) reads:
It's now sufficient to ensure Eq.(64) for either H el or H 3 with respect toφ el or ϕ 3 respectively. In Eq.(19), I dc (ω) incorporates the effect of the environment. It is not odd for a non-gaussian environment, generating a photo-ratchet effect (because
The Hamiltonian in Eq.(74) applies as well to a JJ with a small E J , coupled strongly to an electromagnetic environment, for which H el = H J is the Hamiltonian of the isolated JJ. It describes also the opposite limit of high E J , thus the dual phase-slip JJ, where current and voltage are permuted.Ĉ(t) =V (t) corresponds now to a voltage operator, and an ac external periodic or nonperiodic current is imposed through W ac (t). The relation in Eq. (19) links the average ofV (t) for a TD current to its average for a constant current I 0 , with ω J = πI 0 /e. For a cosine current and a specific Hamiltonian of the phase-slip JJ, F. Hekking and collaborators 47 have computed explicitly the average ofV (t), using Keldysh technique, then affirmed it to obey "the general theorem" in Refs.
27,31 (i. e. Eq.(31) with p l given by Bessel functions, Eq. (32)).
VIII. DISCUSSION
Without recourse to Keldysh technique, a secondorder S-matrix expansion allows us to use properties of the unperturbed Hamiltonian at equilibrium. This led us to extend the side-band transmission picture to a strongly correlated systems or quantum circuits, reflecting quantum superposition of many-body eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Such a collective quantum coherence was indeed underlying the plasmon scattering approach (within the inhomogeneous TLL).
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It also emerges from the equivalence between the strong back-action of a dissipative environment and the microscopic impurity problem in the TLL. [44] [45] [46] 84, 85 We have established here more common features to the two problems of different nature; they hold through out-of-equilibrium relations, valid in a much larger context. The theory unifies quantum circuits and strongly correlated conductors either in 1-D, though special, with those in 2-D or 3-D. It allows potentially to understand the interplay between inelasticity, non-linearities and decoherence due, simultaneously, to Coulomb interactions, exchange of photons with radiations, and with an electromagnetic environment. The theory unifies also many works, based on different and explicit models, and restricted to periodic drives, such as the Tien-Gordon theory for photo-assisted tunneling, 19, 23, 29 impurities in the TLL, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] 72, 73, 81, 82 minimal excitations generated by lorentzian pulses.
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More recent works with two specific models of the phase slip JJ 47 and the TLL model (thus Laughlin series in the FQHE), 63 are also special situations within our theory.
To our knowledge, inversion symmetry, thus an odd I dc (ω J ), related often to particle-hole symmetry, is implicitly adopted in all those works.
Then, for a cosine voltage, the photo-ratchet effect cannot be addressed,, 19, 23, 29 as p l , the probability of exchanging l photons, is symmetric: p l = p −l (see Eqs. (30, 31) . This symmetry is broken for the periodic lorentzian pulses, for which p l p −l = 0. But L. Levitov et al do not consider an additional free dc drive ω J , and assume that the area of the pulse alone determines the current, 58 which holds only for a linear dc current, as shown in appendix C. The relation in Eq. (19) shows that I (0) f (ω J ) is rather determined in a non-trivial fashion by f (t), even if we choose |f (t)| = 1, and V ac (t) is formed by periodic or non-periodic series of lorentzian pulses. We have shown here how an asymmetric p(ω) leads to a photo-ratchet effect, while breakdown of the inversion symmetry, thus asymmetric G dc (ω J ), will be discussed in a separate paper.
Numerous other relations could indeed be derived for the noise and the generalized admittance of first 16, 27, 31 or second order, and will be detailed in separate publications. Some have been tested experimentally within the Dynamical Coulomb Blockade for normal 14, 33, 61 and JJs.
14,62 Within the FQHE with ν in the Jain series, subject a cosine voltage, the relation we have obtained for the photo-assisted noise 31 has ben exploited in Ref.
[ 1 ] to determine q through the Josephson-type relation ω J = qV dc / (Fig.2) ; we hope non-periodic profiles, more advantageous as illustrated here, could be implemented.
Indeed, the fractional Josephson frequency has been already introduced through the photo-assisted current by X. G. Wen, 49 but only for Laughlin series, thus ν = 1/(2n + 1) for which q = νe, and for edges described by the TLL model. Instead, we don't need here to know the underlying Hamiltonian for the edges, and all series could in principle be addressed.
Indeed, through the present study of I
f (ω J ), we have already the noise when the system is in its many-body ground state, and subject to one or series of periodic or non-periodic lorentzian pulses (for |f (t)| = 1), as we have shown that:
. 31 In particular, with a delay between two lorentzian series from the reservoirs, we have potentially the HOM noise, especially useful to explore the role of fractional statistics.
Compared to our work in Ref. 27 , we have shown that the initial density matrix has not to be thermal, but has only to commute with H 0 , Eq.(2). We have given a sufficient condition in terms of a gauge invariance, and we have addressed the case of non-periodic or statistical mixture of coherent radiations, which led us to define properly the zero-frequency average ofĈ(t) in view of possible singularities of f (ω).
IX. CONCLUSION
The paper gives an in-depth perturbative study 31 relevant to strongly correlated conductors or quantum circuits driven by coherent radiations, statistical mixture of radiations, or superposed ac voltages with different periods or delays superimposed on a free dc drive ω J . We define a weak operator which can refer to voltage, charge or spin current operators in Josephson, normal, magnetic junctions or edge states in the integer, fractional or spin Hall effects. Its out-of-equilibrium average is expressed as a continuous superposition of replicas of its average under a dc drive, sufficient to encode interaction effects. This relation reflects quantum superposition of global manybody states exchanging photons at continuous frequencies ω with a transfer rate p(ω). It extends largely the lateral side-band transmission picture, usually restricted to a current operator, a cosine voltage and independent quasiparticles with charge q = e. We have selected some applications for a charge current. First of all, the robustness of the frequency locking, where the dc voltage V dc intervenes only through the Josephson type frequency ω J = qV dc / with q a charge parameter, offers various methods for determination of q which are free from unknown parameters or microscopic descriptions. They are especially relevant to the FQHE, especially for filling factors ν beyond the simple fractions of the Laughlin series, ν = 1/(2n + 1), still not well understood, and for non-universal features difficult to solve, such as mutual inhomogeneous interactions between the edges or their reconstruction. Our methods derived for periodic radiations 27 can be extended to nonperiodic radiations or their statistical mixture, and to absence of initial thermalization. They are more convenient to use than poissonnian noise, as current is easier to measure than noise, and voltages can be low enough to avoid heating. Non-periodicity adds also advantages illustrated here.
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Secondly, the relations we have obtained allow one to infer the rectified current if both p(ω) and the dc current are known. That's the spirit of the application to the TLL, relevant to abrupt edge states in the FQHE at ν = 1/(2n + 1), one-dimensional interacting wire or a coherent conductor connected to a resistance. 44 A counterintuitive feature arises, questioning the terminology "photo-assisted": a lorentzian pulse superimposed on V dc reduces the current at the same V dc , even when the dc current is an increasing function of V dc (thus for moderate repulsive interactions or resistance).
Thirdly, one can infer, inversely, the out-of-equilibrium dc current or the transfer rate p(ω) from the rectified current, or, operating at very low dc voltages to avoid heating, from the photo-drag current. The latter can be finite within our theory, contrary to previous works on photo-assisted current, as inversion symmetry and symmetry of p(ω) can be broken. This provides convenient spectroscopic methods of the out-of-equilibrium dc current on the one hand, by selecting p(ω) with its main weight in the out-of-equilibrium domain, and of the finite-frequency third cumulant of a statistical mixture of radiations (if weak) on the other hand.
More generally, the perturbative relations offer con-sistency tests of the underlying hypothesis of a given model, of numerical simulations or of experimental measurements. They are especially relevant to two flourishing fields where interactions play a crucial role, and one seeks to generate and manipulate time-resolved excitations, or to explore individual or collective phenomena implying electrons and photons: -The electronic quantum optics, based mainly on the Integer Quantum Hall Effect with interacting edges, 60,86-88 and on the FQHE, more difficult to manipulate -Quantum circuit electrodynamics, where a JJ or a quantum dot coupled to the modes of the electromagnetic environment simulate an atom-light interaction under control, [89] [90] [91] and where our theory has proven to be relevant to squeezed states of photons. 92, 93 It would be interesting to address more precisely conditions of relevance of the theory to quantum dots, or TD disorder and its interplay with correlations in cold atoms.
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Appendix A: A sufficient condition
Here we explain why the sufficient condition of gauge invariance with respect to one phase field, in Eq.(64),
for any real c, leads to Eq.(60). S 0 is the euclidian action associated with H 0 .φ(x) appears in Eq. (63), and is assumed to commute withĀ (x). The phase argumentφ of the action refers to the associated function of imaginary time and the multidimensional vector x. Using the interaction representation in imaginary time with respect to H 0 (see Eq. (61), we consider the m-vertex correlator: (x1,τ1) .....e −iamφ0(xm,τm) =0,
with a 1 , ..., a m real numbers. Writing its functional integral version, and translating the functionφ 0 ((x, τ ) by an arbitrary constant c, we get
Thus X (m) vanishes whenever m j=1 a j = 0. Being valid for all integer numbers m and many series of a i , the condition (A1) is stronger than that in Eq. (60) , to which it leads by letting m = 2 and a 1 = a 2 = 1. It leads as well to a first-order vanishing term, for m = 1 and a 1 = 1 in Eq. (62) . Equation (A1) is ensured when S 0 depends only on gradients of first or higher orders ofφ(x), as is the case in generic quantum circuits or bosonized models for whichφ(x) is a bosonic field.
Appendix B: Formal derivation of the finite-frequency average
Let's now give the main steps of derivation to relate formally the averages of the operatorĈ(t) in Eqs. (8, 13) . We assume the energy scales used are within the perturbative domain, and conditions in Eq.(60 and Eq.(9) hold. Then both averages, C dc (ω J ) under a dc drive, in Eq. (8), and C f (ω J ; t) under radiations, in Eq. (13), can be expressed through a unique retarded correlation function:
whereÂ 0 (t) is given by Eq.(61) (see Eq. (2)). The correlators at different times depends only on their difference because H 0 is independent on time, and commutes witĥ ρ 0 (Eq. (9)). Consider first the stationary regime, corresponding to f (t) = 1. Then, Ĉ H (t) = C dc (ω J ) in Eq. (8) is stationary (or at least its second-order term whenever Eq. (62) is not ensured), and is related to the Fourier transform of X R :
Let's now consider now the average under radiations, in Eq. (13) , where the subscript f recalls its functional dependence on f (t), while dependence on ω J is more explicit. Its Fourier transform:
can be again expressed through X R in Eq.(B1):
We can deduce the zero-frequency limit, in Eq.(15), using Eq. (B2). For that, we need that X R (ω) has no singularities at zero frequency, thus we require Eq.(11). But we have kept ω on the r.h.s. of Eq.(15) in order to treat possible singularities of f (ω). Then C f (ω J ; ω → 0) is expressed fully in terms of f as well as C dc .
This statement can be extended to finite-frequencies. For that, we notice that one can, inversely, express X in terms of C dc , using Eq. (B2) and the Kramers-Kronig relation:
Upon substitution of Eq.(B5) into Eq. (B4), C f (ω J ; ω) becomes determined fully and universally by the function C dc (ω). After some steps, we can cast it in the compact form in Eq. (14), where the Hamiltonian enters only through the out-of-equilibrium average C dc (ω J ), obtained for f (t) = 1. We can check that in the stationary regime, one has f (ω) = 2πδ(ω), so that, in view of Eq.(B2), one has: C f (ω J ; ω) = 2πδ(ω)C dc (ω J ). Using Eq. (19) , and replacingĈ by a current for familiarity, one could express the differential photo-conductance
f (ω J )/dV dc in terms of the differential dc conductance: G dc (ω J ) = dI dc (ω J )/dV dc :
where C (l) f (ω J ), not explicited here, is an integral implying C dc and the Fourier components f l . If now has also ω J = l dc Ω 0 , then one can make the translation in the various sums: l → l + l dc , which gives, for Eq.(D2) for instance:
If we specify to a current operator, replacing C by I in Eq.(D4), we get also the transferred charge during one cycle:
For weak barriers with the same effective TD, this is nothing but the pumped charge. A similar relation would hold if a phase operatorφ determinesĈ(t) = ∂ tφ (t), as is the case for a voltage operator in phase-slip JJs.
It is useful to write as well the photo-conductance in Eq.(B6), where, instead of ω J , we use V dc :
We stress that differentials with respect to V ac (ω) are different.
Periodic series of pulses: Josephson-type modulation
It is worth recalling a very interesting application, performed without specifying the Hamiltonian, neither the diagonal initial density matrixρ 0 . 27 We choose |f (t)| = 1 and W ac (t) formed by a periodic series of pulses of area ϕ. For sharp pulses W ac (t) = ϕ l δ(t − 2πl/Ω 0 ), we obtain:
Without need to any superconducting type correlations, this leads, interestingly, to a Josephson type oscillating term in Eq.(D2), sin 2 (ϕ 0 /2) :
One needs that the sum over l on the r.h.s. doesn't have a peculiar behavior which would cancel the oscillations. For instance, if C dc has a power law behavior, such as is the case for the average current in a TLL model with parameter K, where I dc (ω J ) behaves as ω 2K−1 J , the Josephson type oscillating function is preserved, and the series above converges. It would be interesting to address resonance conditions for either ϕ or Ω 0 , for instance to determine K or the fractional charge in the FQHE.
